Take on the world
with ReSound Preza
ReSound Preza now offers a complete family of hearing
instruments. All options feature unparalleled power and
processing efficiency for a superior sound experience.
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People with hearing loss are at the heart of everything
we do because we know they’re placing their trust in
us. This is why we’ve not stopped pioneering innovative
new technologies, with consistent quality, for over 150
years to help them feel more involved, connected and
in control, transforming their lives through the power
of sound.
ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering great
sound from world-leading ReSound hearing instruments
to Jabra office headsets and sports headphones.
Founded in 1869, employing over 5,000 people, and
listed on NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen, GN makes life
sound better.
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Get ready
for connectivity beyond compare
With ReSound Preza, staying connected to family and
friends has never been easier with access to a wide
range of ReSound Wireless Accessories.
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98%
accuracy
in optimizing
hearing
instrument
settings for
the situation.1

6 versatile fully wireless
accessories available.
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ReSound Preza features
direct streaming from
Apple® and compatible
Android™ phones2 with
zero additional devices.
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86%
of users said
the ReSound
Smart 3D app is
easy to navigate.3

Count on
sound delivered like never before
Whether outdoors or in a restaurant, don’t miss a word
of the conversation with ReSound Preza. Now you can
understand speech, yet remain aware of the sounds
around you. You will enjoy a full range of natural,
balanced, undistorted sound – from high notes to low.
And you will move through your day in comfort.

1
Source: Groth
2016
2
Full streaming
compatibility with
Android devices
requires minimum
Android v10 and
Bluetooth® 5.0 and
that functionality has
been enabled by the
phone manufacturer
and service carrier.
Although ReSound strives
to achieve seamless device
compatibilities,ReSound
cannot guarantee full
compatibility with all
Android devices.

In addition, access to the ReSound Smart 3D app allows
you to adjust volume, change programs, geotag your
favorite locations, find lost hearing instruments and
more. With one-tap you can change settings based on
your activity or environment and even check the battery
status of your ReSound Preza rechargeable hearing
instruments.
Download the ReSound Smart 3D app
in the App Store or on Google Play.

Source: Survey of
500+ users, March 2018
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Keep on going
with rechargeable freedom
Changing batteries doesn’t have to hold you back.
ReSound Preza offers quick charging capabilities and
up to 30 hours of battery life, so you no longer have to
worry about unexpectedly running out of power in the
middle of the day. Just place your hearing instruments
in the sleek, portable charging case overnight and you
will be ready to take on the world.
If you do forget to charge,
you can power up on-the-go.
The charging case can charge
your ReSound Preza hearing
instruments without being
connected to a power source.

